Watch a step by step youtube video on
our website:

www.toddlertints.com

YOU WILL NEED:
1 tape measure
1 small container of warm soapy water
1 kitchen sponge
1 marker or pen
1 pair of sharp scissors
1 tea towel
Paper for template (Optional)
(see Template Option, recommended for Just Black shades)

STEP 1
Roughly measure the inside of your back passenger
window as a rectangle. Cut the toddler tintstm shade
to this size whilst it is still on the protective backing.
It should now be slightly larger than your window.

TEMPLATE OPTION (Replaces Step 1):
Customer feedback has shown some people find it
easier to draw an exact template of their window
onto a piece of paper (instead of Step 1). Then cut
the shade a couple cm’s larger than your template
whilst still on the protective backing.

STEP 2
Wet inside of the window using warm soapy water &
a sponge. Do not dry the window. The excess water
will assist with the application and allow the shade to
move easily as you adjust it to fit the window.

STEP 3
Peel the shade off the protective backing.

STEP 4
Align the bottom of the shade 1cm above the base of
your window. Push it upwards with your hand,
smoothing from the middle outwards. Ensure it is
pushed right into the sides and corners of the window
and there are no air bubbles. At this stage you can add
more water with the sponge if you need to move it or
smooth out any bubbles before cutting (do this as much
as you like until you are completely happy with it).

STEP 5
Once in place, dry with a towel and use a marker to
outline the inside of the window frame on the shade.

STEP 6
Peel small sections of the shade off the window and
trim along your marked line. Once you have trimmed
around the entire shade, press it firmly back onto the
window ensuring all edges adhere firmly. The shade
should now fit your window shape.

STEP 7
Go over the shade with the wet sponge once more,
smoothing out any air bubbles and ensuring all edges
stuck down firmly. Please allow 24hrs before winding
the window down to allow it to dry.

TODDLER TINTS™ TOP TIPS
• Best to apply whilst your car is parked in the shade.
• Do not use a solvent-based glass cleaner (such as Windex)
to wash the window prior to installation, just use soap
and water.
• Try to install them at a time when you’re not going to be
interrupted by your little one. Tricky we know!
• If at first you are daunted by these instructions, please
just check out the youtube video on our website, follow
our lead and you can’t go wrong.

REMOVING TODDLER TINTS™ SHADE

Please note, once removed the shade cannot be reused.
The shade can be removed from your car window using soapy water and a kitchen sponge. First, make sure
it is thoroughly wet and then leave for 5 minutes to allow the adhesion agent to react. Before attempting to
remove, thoroughly wet the shade again and then start peeling it at the base of the window. Slowly and
gently move up towards the top of the window, using the sponge along the peel line to wet the adhesion
agent. Repeating until entire shade is removed. A removal youtube video can be found at our website.

toddler tints™ is a registered trademark and product name. This product is a car shade designed for back passenger windows only. It should not be used on the front windshield, front side windows or rear
windscreen. toddler tints Pty Ltd cannot verify the quality, type, effectiveness or strength of any existing tint should one be installed on the vehicle windows, nor can toddler tints Pty Ltd verify that toddler tints™ shade
has been installed or removed as recommended. To the fullest extent permitted by law toddler tints Pty Ltd takes no responsibility for any damage incurred to any existing window tinting or to the toddler tints™ shade
as a result of installing or removing the toddler tints™ shade on car window/s.
The VLT (visual light transmission) of a toddler tints™ is 43% on 3/16" glass. Regulations for window coverings vary in differing jurisdictions and it is the responsibility of the installer to be satisfied with local regulations.
A shade should not be installed if it impedes the drivers’ vision. toddler tints™ are exported to Europe and Asia.

